
30th December 2021 

 

 

Carol Walsh 

Blueblood Thoroughbreds 

Po Box 6992 

Norwest NSW 2153 

 

 

Dear Carol 

 

RE: Training the Invader x Bremer Babe 20 Filly 

 

We, Gai Waterhouse and Adrian Bott, hereby agree to train the Invader x Bremer Babe 20 Filly 

for the syndicate being formed by BlueBlood Thoroughbreds from our stables at Randwick in 

accordance with our standard terms of trade. 

 

INVADER - A Champion son of Champion Sire Snitzel, Invader’s victory in the Group 1 Sires’ 

Produce Stakes during his juvenile season was nothing short of sensational. In what was one of the 

strongest fields in the history of the race, Invader defeated fellow Group 1-winning Snitzel colt 

Summer Passage, with subsequent Champion 3YO and four-time Group 1 winner Trapeze Artist, 

also by Snitzel, back in third. 

 

Invader has the all-important Australian market requirements of precocity, speed and conformation 

being by Snitzel out of a black-type Encosta de Lago mare he is positioned to continue the legacy 

of Champion Sires Danehill, Redoute’s Choice and Snitzel before him and become the next sire-

sensation in Australia. 

 

The Dam, BREMER BABE by Thorn Park is the half-sister to stakes winner Caiguna. Bremer 

Babe’s grand dam is All Washed Up, an 11-time winner and also a stakes winner. 

 

Bremer Babe has strong bloodlines on both sides of the family including Nureyev, Scenic and 

Sadler’s Wells. 

 

We are very pleased to be training the filly for Blueblood Thoroughbreds. We are also aware that 

there was an inspection of this filly to purchase, where it passed a clinical examination. 

 

We give permission for Blueblood Thoroughbreds to list ourselves as the trainers in any 

advertisement in relation to the filly and advise that we have no previous association or any 

financial interest with this horse. 

 

We look forward in having her in our stable. 

 

Regards, 

 

 

  

 

Gai Waterhouse    Adrian Bott 

Trainer     Trainer 


